
  

	
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

SCOUT & THE GUMBOOT KIDS SERIES DEBUTS ON KIDS' CBC  
Kids ages 4-6 follow song-driven adventures of Scout, a curious mouse who leads the 

Gumboot Kids through clues that take them outdoors to solve natures mysteries 
 
 
Toronto, ON (September 19, 2015) – Two Story Productions proudly announces, Kids' CBC 
will premiere Scout & The Gumboot Kids, a new animated, live-action series (10x 4min) that 
encourages children ages 4-6 to mindfully discover the wonders of nature. Inspired by research 
on the health and cognitive benefits of mindfulness and spending time in nature, Scout & The 
Gumboot Kids bridges the living room and the outdoors to pique children’s curiosity and invites 
them to explore nature in a mindful way. The new educational series is endorsed by the David 
Suzuki Foundation and the UCLA Global Media Center for Social Impact, and airs on Kids' CBC 
starting on October 19, 1015.   
 
Mixing live action, CGI animation, and traditional stop-motion animation, Scout & the Gumboot 
Kids invites children to experience the wonders of nature. In each episode, Scout, an eccentric 
mouse devises a nature mystery and encourages children to go outside, get their hands dirty, 
and solve a nature mystery. He's mentor, maestro, and bundle of fun as he connects the 
Gumboot Kids playfully - and mindfully - with the great outdoors. The series not only inspires 
children to get outside, but also gives them ideas about how to engage with nature once they 
are there. 
 
“It’s been extremely exciting to partner with Kids' CBC on developing clever programming that 
promotes life-long learning through play," shared Tara Hungerford, Scout & The Gumboot Kids 
co-creator. "We share the belief that encouraging kids to connect with nature and discover 
science through mindful practices lends to increased mental clarity, focus, and creativity." 
 
Filmed on location in Vancouver, BC, Scout & The Gumboot Kids was co-created by award 
winning filmmakers, Tara Hungerford and Eric Hogan (Take Me Home, A Window Looking In), 
and developed for Kids' CBC with renown children’s television writer, Cathy Moss, and Karen 
Fowler, Emmy Award winning producer of The Electric Company. Scout the Mouse is an 8-inch 
puppet built for stop motion animation and is voiced by Adrian Petriw (Lego Star Wars: Droid 
Tales) as he leads the on-screen 3-11 year old Gumboot Kids on outdoor, musical adventures 
composed and performed by Jessie Farrell, a Juno Award winning artist who’s latest album, 
Take Me Outside, explores themes of wonder and nature through family oriented songs.  
 
"We're always looking for ways to foster engagement with our audience long after the screen is 
turned off," said Kim Wilson, creative head of children's and youth programming, CBC. "Scout & 
The Gumboot Kids introduces our young viewers to the wonders of nature and provide families 
with educational tools and resources to plan their own outdoor adventure.” 
 
Grab your gumboots! Scout & The Gumboot Kids airs on CBC Monday to Friday at 8 a.m. 
(8:30 NT) beginning October 19.   
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About Two Story Productions  
Two Story Productions are award-winning creators and producers of film and television. Their 
expertise spans music video, childrens’ media, fiction, documentary, commercial and branded 
content. Two Story Productions are visual storytellers, striving to create meaningful and artistic 
motion picture content that educates, entertains and inspires.  

About Kids' CBC 
Kids' CBC celebrates and empowers Canadian children and families by giving them a voice, 
and creating smart, forward-thinking content that promotes children's well-being and 
development. Our educational mandate is to create shows that are not only age-appropriate, but 
also actively promotes healthy child development in all areas - cognitive, social, creative, 
emotional and physical. In addition to our award-winning Kids' CBC interstitial content (which 
specifically targets the five main areas of development), the programs in our lineup, both on air 
and online, have been carefully selected to reflect a balance of a child's core developmental 
needs. Kids' CBC programs are available in the morning on CBC TV, and online at Kids' CBC 1 
and Kids' CBC 2, the free TV for Me streaming app for iPad, and at YouTube.com/KidsCBC. 
The CBC Parents website extends the Kids' CBC experience by empowering parents and 
caregivers to implement the whole child strategy in their every day life with crafts, activities and 
helpful information. 

 
 
For Media Enquiries including series screeners, hi-res images, and bios, contact:  
Jive Communications 
Kim Bowie (604) 790-2301 
kim@jivecommunications.ca    
	
	


